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REFLECTANCE AND SURFACE RESISTANCE IN GRYOGENICS

Some results of researches in graphic charts
Not all methods, the equipment and qualification allow to measure chemical purity of copper equally. Especially it
concerns purity of 5N+ and above. Also, if physical characteristics are required, it will be impossible to predict them by
means of only the chemical analysis, especially in cryogenics. Direct measuring of characteristic is required.
Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Science has made the researches of reflectance of copper samples
at 4-300K. Two samples of copper have been investigated: the first one was classical oxygen-free copper ( named as BC,
Cu 99.97 %? ), and another was oxygen-free copper produced of LLC "Sibneotech" (named as ultra-pure). Researches
have been made for copper mirrors, the surface of mirrors have been accordingly. Results of research are presented in
the form of graphic diagrams from corresponding articles.

Reflective ability and superficial resistance
Article 1. Losses on reflection in the 230 GHz frequency, the first results.
Precision Resonator methods dielectrics and metals in the frequency range of 40 GHz – 500 GHz
and in the temperature range of 4K-900K
V.V. Parshin, E.A. Serov
Institute of Applied Physics RAS (РАН)

Losses on reflection to copper and beryllium sample 230 GHz frequency
(the first results almost have been "laid down" on the calculated curve )
There are the first results of research on mirrors
from ultra-purified copper (Sibneotech) and on
beryllium mirrors. Solid curved lines are
calculation accordingly for pure beryllium and
copper. One can see that for ultra-pure copper
below (blue points after the annealing in
hydrogen) with helium and room temperatures
are close to the calculation, beryllium mirrors
substantially above at room and at low
temperatures. The result is logical, because it
was not pure beryllium, but its alloy containing
only 97.8% Be.

This is the first result of researches on reflection of our copper. The result has actually coincided at helium and at room
temperature with calculations for " theoretical copper". After an annealing, the sample has deviated less than 5 % at 4.2К 30К and no more than ~10 % at 30К-50К from calculated data! It is necessary to note, that the result depend not only on
quality of our copper, but also on quality of preparation of a surface, it is not simple and could worsen results significantly.
The surface has been prepared to a high standard, and the result is very high and close to calculated data for theoretical
copper. Not so often there are materials which under physical characteristics are close enough to calculated data.
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Article 2. Losses on reflection, averaging on some frequencies, superficial resistance.
Reflectance of metals in the millimeter range of wavelengths at cryogenic temperatures.
E.A.Serov, V.V.Parshin1, G.M.Bubnov1,2
1
2

Institute of Applied Physics RAS
Nizhny Novgorod State Technical University n.a R.E Alekseev

Reflection loss for copper samples at a frequency of 190-250, averaging GHz
Reflection loss for copper specimens at 230 GHz
frequency depending on the temperature. Thin
solid line – calculation for pure copper with
taking into account anomalous skin effect.
Squares from above – recalculation of the
experimental dependence obtained for sample
BC copper at 150 GHz, blue dashed line is the
approximation of this dependence model using
formulas. Circles (black) – the experimental
dependence of ultra-pure copper sample
(averaging over several frequencies in the range
190-250 GHz), big solid curve (black) –
approximation of that dependency, red rhomb –
the experimental dependence for ultra-pure
copper after annealing in hydrogen (averaging
over several frequencies in the range 190-250
GHz), the thin red dashed line – approximation
of that dependence . i

Perfunctory resistance of copper at 13.6 GHz
Perfunctory resistance of copper at 13.6 GHz
depending on temperature. Thin solid line –
calculation for pure copper with taking into
account anomalous skin effect. Rhomb –
recalculation of the experimental dependence
obtained for BC copper at 150 GHz. Red circles –
experimental data on copper BC from work [22],
blue squares – recalculation of experimental
dependencies obtained for ultra-pure copper
after annealing in hydrogen in the frequency
range 190-250 GHz.
22.S.Inagaki,E.Ezura, J.-F. Liu, H. Nakanishi,
“Thermal expansion and microwave surface
reactance of copper from the normal to
anomalous skin effect region,” J. Appl. Phys.,
vol. 82, no. 11 5401-5410, 1997.

On the presented data it is difficult to precisely judge about deviations of results of our copper from calculation and about
exact comparison with results for other copper: data for our copper presented like average for a range of frequencies of
190-250 GHz, calculation curve (thin continuous lines) are specified for frequency of 230 GHz, there are not comparative
data about BC from work [22] (a chemical compound, annealed or not). Data are taken from a pre-print and it is possible
that in the final variant there are corrections, but it would not change the general picture: results for our copper are the
highest and close to calculation data.. Article should be printed in the end of 2016 in magazine " IEEE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques ".
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Some generalized results of Articles 1-2 and comments.

,8

In article 2, characteristics of other metals were also investigated. Some results from articles 1,2 in comparison are
presented below on the diagram.

Some comparison of results of Articles 1
both 2 and some other results on
frequencies of 190-250 GHz at ~ 0-40K.
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Losses on reflection (1-R, where R is the reflectance/reflection factor) of the most reflecting metals were investigated. The
presence of even a small amount of impurities can increase reflection losses at temperature of liquid helium very
significantly. In the first article, results of measuring have been almost "laid down" on the calculated curve and are better
than in the second article. In the second article the average results of several measurements in a range of 190-250 GHz are
presented. Measurements of losses on reflection are a multifactorial problem and require certain care during measuring
and formations of end results : values are small, there is essential influence of quality of a surface, etc. In any case, in both
articles results are at very high expected level and are close to calculations for theoretical copper .
Losses on reflection are small, but radiation heats a surface of reflection and there are questions of heat removal etc.
Reduction of losses gives obvious benefits and depends not only on temperature, but also on length of a wave: the attitude
of values at room and low temperatures decreases with increase of frequency/reduction of length of a wave and vice versa.
Losses on reflection and superficial resistance on the specified frequencies (at appropriate temperature) for our copper
are ~30-60 % below (are better) than for classical high-pure oxygen-free copper.
In other uses of copper volumetric conductivity, thermal conductivity, temperature conductivity, thermal capacity
etc. can be needed too. Characteristics such as volumetric resistance and thermal conductivity, will have more
significant differences at room and low temperatures, including for our copper from other copper. Characteristics such as
RRR and Thermal conductivity are expected at the same high level, as well as for results of researches of reflection losses
and will be close to calculation. These characteristics are expected to be 5-10 and more times (at appropriate low
temperatures) higher than similar characteristics of classical oxygen-free grades of copper such as M00б (Russia, RRR
~200), С10100 (the USA, RRR ~200-250) etc. It can be of interest for corresponding applications. In some problems at
absence of other limiting physical characteristics and suitable technological opportunities the multiplicative effect is
possible.
Ultra-pure materials instead of simply ordinary high-pure ones are used in special projects and special areas where
advantages are essential and-or important. We are focused on producing materials of the highest quality which are
extremely difficult to make or even impossibly to make by standard technologies.

Our copper will meet the most serious requirements.

